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It has been realized for some time that most realistic optimization 
problems defy analytical solutions in closed forms and that in most cases 
it is necessary to resort to judicious combinations of analytical and com- 
putational procedures to solve problems. For example, in many optimiza- 
tion problems, one is interested in obtaining structural information on 
optimal and “good” suboptimal policies. Very often, various analytical 
as well as computational approximation techniques need be employed to 
obtain clear understandings of structures of policy spaces. 
The paper discusses a successive approximation technique to construct 
minimizing sequences for functionals in extremal problems, and the 
techniques will be applied, to a class of optimization problems, given by: 
M> J(v) = Min [ig(u, v) dt, 
0 
where 
$ = h(u, v), 
and where u and v are, in general, elements of Banach spaces. 
In Section II, B, the minimizing sequences are constructed by appro- 
ximating g(u, W) by appropriate quadratic expressions with linear con- 
straining differential equations. It is shown that under the stated condi- 
tions the functional values converge to the minimal value monotonically. 
In Section III, the restriction that the differential equation be linear is 
removed. Differential equation are approximated by appropriate linear 
equations and the technique of Section II, B is applied to obtain mini- 
mizing sequences. The convergence of the minimizing sequence to the 
solution of the original nonlinear differential equation is shown. An 
example is also included to illustrate some of the techniques. 
* This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr 
233(52). Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the U. S. 
Government. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Many optimization problems in control systems can be expressed as pro- 
blems of minimizing, with various constraints, functionals in the calculus 
of variations setting, or of solving generally nonlinear equations which 
characterize optimal policies of control. 
The classical procedure in minimizing a functional in a variational problem 
consists in solving the Euler equation with the prescribed boundary condi- 
tions and in testing the solution by the study of the second variation. On the 
other hand, it has been pointed out [l, 21 that when an equation can be inter- 
preted as the Euler equation of a variational problem, one can often obtain 
algorithms for the solution of the equation by trying to minimize the corres- 
ponding functional. 
This paper is concerned with a technique of constructing minimizing 
sequences of a given functional. The method of steepest descent is one of the 
well-known methods of constructing such minimizing sequences which is, 
in a sense, the most efficient possible. This is in the sense that the method 
chooses, at each point in the function space under consideration, a uniquely 
defined direction in which the functional to be minimized is decreasing most 
rapidly. However, it must be emphasized that the descent is steepest with 
regard to the norm of the function space which may be assigned somewhat 
arbitrarily and not with respect to the investment in calculation. This is 
important in constructing computationally efficient minimizing sequences. 
Although, in principle, this method is applicable to nonlinear equations [3] 
by far the greatest part of applications of this technique has been to linear 
equations, corresponding to extremal problems for quadratic functionals. 
In contrast to the well-developed theory of linear equations, no well-rounded 
systematic general theory of nonlinear equations exists. Consequently, when 
one is confronted with a nonlinear equation, one usually seeks to linearize 
a given nonlinear problem and then proceeds to apply the theory developed 
for linear equations. In terms of functionals, this corresponds to the procedure 
of approximating a given functional by one or a sequence of quadratic 
functionals, where each quadratic functional is better fitting than prior ones 
to the original functional in some sense. 
This paper presents a successive approximation technique which consists in 
approximating the functional in a minimal problem by a quadratic functional 
by expanding the original functional about some approximating function 
and then obtaining the solution for the quadratic functional. This solution, 
in turn, is used to furnish the new function around which the original func- 
tional is expanded again, to obtain a new approximate quadratic functional. It 
is shown later in the paper that this leads to monotonically improving approxi- 
mation procedure in a function space under a certain set of assumptions. 
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The constraining differential equation is taken to be linear in Section II, B 
and to be nonlinear in Section III. When the differential equation is nonlinear, 
the equation is approximated by a linear differential equation of appropriate 
nature. It is shown that the limit of the minimizing sequence thus constructed 
exists and satisfies the original nonlinear differential equation. 
This technique may be thought to complement another approach to non- 
linear equations via quasi-linearization technique [2, 4, 5, 71, first introduced 
by R. Bellman. They are both special cases of much more general concept of 
approximation in policy space [6]. 
The paper concludes with an example which illustrates the materials 
discussed in Section II, B, short of numerical computations. 
II. CONSTRUCTION OF MINIMIZING SEQUENCES, 
LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION CONSTRAINT 
Consider the following minimization problem 
J* = iyn J(v) = M&l J:g(u(t), v(t)) dt 
where 
$ = h(u, v), u(0) = c, 
(1) 
In this section, the function h is taken to be linear in u and v. Therefore 
u(t) = u(t) + Kov(t), (2) 
where K is a linear integral operator acting on v. The functions u(t) and v(t) 
are considered to be members of complete normed linear spaces X and Y, 
which are Hausdorff spaces. The functional j(v) therefore maps Y into R, 
the space of reals. The function g is assumed to have all its third derivatives 
with respect to u and/or v bounded. 
Let us expand g(u, v) in a Taylor series around a given point (us, vs) in 
X x Y up to the second order and define go by 
gO(u, v)= g(u,, vo) + gpL(u - uo) + &J(v - vo) 
+ * g&4 - uoy + g&4 - uo) (v - vo) + 3 ‘hJ& - VOY (3) 
where the derivatives are evaluated at (uo, vo). 
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Consider the associated equation 
dU 
o = h(%, vo), dt 
uo(0) = c. 
Let us suppose then that an iterative scheme is provided by which vi can be 
found in Y which decreases Jw By expanding the original g again around 
(pi, err), where ur satisfies Eq. (1’) with w = o,, up to the second order and 
defining it to be g1 analogously with Eq. (3), the next approximation, ~a, will 
again be obtained in Y which decreases Jl. Continuing this way, one will 
associate with the original problem, sequences {g”}, {u,}, {v~}, and {In}. 
In the rest of this section, the convergence of the sequence { Jn} to J* will 
be discussed, where J* = Min, J(v). 
For ease of writing, let us introduce the convention that 
then 
(a, b) = 1’ u(t) b(t) dt 
0 
In = j)+n, 4 dt 
(5) 
(6) 
s ’ g’@, 0) dt = (g”, 1) + (g” u,u - %> + (g;, ZJ - %) + 4 (gk, (u - %J2> 0 
+ k,“w (u - %J (v - %)> + s k%J~ (v - %J2) 
where the abbreviations g” = g(u,, v,), gz = g,Ju,, u,) etc., are used. 
(7) 
A. Steepest Descent Method [8] 
Let us consider a successive approximation scheme given by Eq. (8), 
V n+1'% - %Yn 
where E, is a scalar and yn E Y, both of them to be determined later. 
Then the corresponding solution to Eq. (1’) is given by 
u n+1 = %a - G&Y~, %,lK9 = c 
Employing v~+, of Eq. (8), one rewrites Eq. (7) as 
s 
1 
g"(u n+l> vn+J dt = (g", 1) - ~,a{(& Kay,) + (8, ~,a)> 
0 
+ 8 l ,‘t ML (Ko~n)~) + 2(g,“w WOY~) m) + C.&n Y:>> 
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Assume for the moment that yn in Eq. (8) is given. Then E, is to be chosen 
to minimize Eq. (10). 
Namely 
(g,“, KOYJ + (8, Yn> 
% = (g:d WOYJ) + %:2,, WY,) (YJ + k,“,, Y$ 
= (K”og,n +& Yn) 
V’nm, YJ (11) 
where K* is defined by 
since 
K*oy = s ’ K(s, t) y(s) ds (12) t 
(a, Kob) = j; dt a(t) ,: K(t, s) b(s) ds = j; dt b(t) j; K(s, t) b(s) ds 
and 
T Nan = K*4&uKoyn) + 2K*4Gv~n) + d,m (13) 
It is assumed that g is such that ( Tnyn, y,J is positive definite, That is, it is 
assumed that 
guu > 0 
I I 
guu&u > 0 
gvu go, 
(13’) 
Then 
= J 
12 
_ + W*d + dt, Yd2 
+ j’R,dt 
(TnYm Yn) 0 (14) 
where R, is the third order remainder term in the Taylor series expansion of 
&,+1, %+1) around (u,, v,). 
At this point it is desired that yn is such that the right-hand side of Eq. (14) 
is as small as possible. More specifically it is desired to maximize 
[(K*odl + d, ~11 2 
(TRY, Y) 
by an appropriate choice of y. Since (T,y, y) is a positive number for y # 0, 
y E Y, the maximum is realized by choosing 
yn = K*& + g; (15) 
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Note that we only need the direction in Y. Thus, the iterative procedure 
consists of the following steps. 
Yn = K*& + d (a) 
V nil = vn - %Yw (4 (16) 
This iterative procedure can be regarded as a steepest descent procedure, 
the direction being given by y,, each time. 
In Eq. (14), there exists a M such that 
Is I 
:R,dt ~M-lIy,ll~, M<m 
because of the assumed existence of continuous third derivatives of g, where 
/I y 11 is the norm of y in Y. 
Thus, there exists in Y a closed neighborhood S[O, Y] such that 
for (17) 
From Eq. (15), 
Y - K*ogt+l + g;+1 n+1 - 
= K*o(gE - g,& q 4OYn - g&9 6) %Yn> 
+ g: - gtm(Q, ~)4orn - gvv(& E) enyn 
= yn - l n{K*o(K*ogu,(C, )) + K*og,,(C, C) 
+ K*og,@, g) + gv& 5)) 3)n 
=Yn - %zczYn (18) 
where Tfl has the same form as T,, of Eq. (13) with the argument (u,, v,J 
replaced by (ZZ, G) where 
li = u, - ~GoY,, t? = v, - e2E,y,, 0 < el, e2 < 1. 
The functional J(v) is assumed to attain its unique minimum at v = ZJ*. 
Because of the nature of T,, operator, for (C, r7) E N, where N is a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of (II*, o*), then yn E S[O, Y], Y sufficiently small and 
IIYn+1 II = II (1 - %mY?z II < ll%l II (18’) 
since g, = g, = 0 at (24*, v*). 
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Then, from Eq. (17), it follows that if (ulz, v,) E N, then 
In+1 5 In n = no, no + 1, *.., for some no. 
Since all Jn are bounded from below by J*, 
]* = li,m Jn 
from the assumed uniqueness of the minimum, and lim, I/ yn 11 = 0, which 
means g,(u,, v,>, g&h 74 ---f 0. 
It is possible to prove the convergence under a different set of assumptions. 
For example if it is assumed that 
m llYnl14 2 1 WY?0 YJ < 03* 
then 
IIYn II4 
-wYfvYn) < E 
for n > n, 
and since Eq. (20) implies 
/13< E for n > n2. 
Then from Eq. (14) 
I* I Jn+l I Jn + 2;F;y’f, n n, n 
) + j-l Wt 
0 
< Jn + 2~. 
Thus, Jn is bounded from above and below. 
Thus 
]* = li? Jn 
from the assumed uniqueness of the minimum, and lim, 11 yn 11 = 0. 
B. Alternative Procedure 
v-3 
(21) 
In this section, essentially the same materials as in Section II, A are 
presented in a slightly different formulation. 
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The minimizing v of J,, where 
(4’) 
is defined to be vr E Y. 
The minimizing v of Eq. (7) is denoted by vn+r by definition. Let us con- 
sider 
v = vntl + xw (22) 
in Eq. (7) where w E Y and X is an arbitrary real constant. 
Also 
where 
u = u,+1 + AKOW 
Then, since 
and 
u fi+1 = u + Kov,+p 
v - v, = v,,, - vu, + hw 
u - u, = Ko(v,+, - v, + hw) 
(23) 
by letting 6, = v%+r - v~, Eq. (10) becomes 
k”, 1) + (g,“, Ko(S?z + X4) + E, L2 + hw) + fr (gL,, (Ko([, +Aw))“) 
+ A”{* (dw (Kow)~) + (dh Km) + 8 k:,> w2)> (24) 
Since h = 0 is the minimum, the coefficient of the h term must vanish and the 
coefficient of the h2- term must be positive for arbitrary w E Y. 
The coefficient of the h2 term is given, in terms of the notation of Eq. (13), 
by 
2(T,w, w) > 0 for w #O, WEY. 
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Also, for arbitrary w E Y, 
+ Em vw,) 4 + G,, LYJ) = 0 (25) 
Equation (25) can be rewritten as 
Since w E Y is arbitrary, 
or 
where yn is defined by Eq. (16a), and T, by Eq. (13). 
More explicitly, 
=- [,I K(s, t> g-X4 ds + g:(t)] (26’) 
Equation (26’) determines t,(t), subject to appropriate conditions at t = 0 
and 1. The first integral equation may be rewritten as 
j: M(T) j: K(s, T) K(s, t)&(s) ds + 1: dd(T) 1’ K(s, 7) K(s> t)dhL(S) ds 
r 
= 
I 
’ dTt(T) H(t, T) 
0 
where 
s ‘, KG, 4 % t) d&) ds 
T<t 
H(t, T) = 
s ’ W, 4 W, t) &u,(s) h 
rI==-t 
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Note the right-hand side of Eq. (26’) is th e minus of the First Frtchet dif- 
ferential of J(v) at v. 
The successive approximation procedure now consists of: 
where 
u n-l-1 = vn + &L (16’) 
T&z +yn =O 
Let us now evaluate J(v) at V~ and vIl,+r. Similar to Eq. (14), one obtains 
I* I Inil = I, - 4 (T,t,, 5n) + ,: Wt (27) 
From Eq. (18’) f or a given r, there exists n,, such that 11 yn 11 < M in a 
closed neighborhood S[O, r], for n > n,, n,,+r, em* 
Let m > 0 be such that 
Such m exists because of the assumption on T. 
Then from Eq. (26), 
or 
m II 5, II I II T&L II = II -yYn II I M 
II 5nll 5: (28) 
Since the right-hand side of Eq. (28) is independent of n, I] 5, ]j will be boun- 
ded for all sufficiently large n. 
Thus, by appropriate choice of the neighborhood N, it is seen that Jn will 
be monotonically decreasing, and the procedure converges by the similar 
reasonings as in the last section. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF MINIMIZING SEQUENCES, 
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION CONSTRAINT 
In Section II, the restriction is placed on the form of the constraint dif- 
ferential equation to be linear. 
6 
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In this section, this linearity assumption is removed. 
Consider a nonlinear differential equation (29) and its Taylor series expan- 
sion around (u,, v,) point, Eq. (30). 
g = h(u, w), u(0) = c 
g = h” + h,“(zi - 24,) + h;(a - w,) 
(29) 
d(0) = c, 6 E Y, 
where hn = h(u,, u,) etc. as in Section II. 
We consider now the original functional J(V) of Eq. (1) with the constraint 
differential equation (30). The sequences, {un}, {Q} and {L} can be gene- 
rated as before using Eq. (30) instead of Eq. (l’), and Eq. (16) or (16’). 
It is necessary to show that not only the convergence of (In} but also that 
the limit of {u,} exists and that the original nonlinear differential equation 
is satisfied, i.e., 
where 
The convergence of {Jla} to J* can be proved as before with only a minor 
change since 0 of Eq. (30) can be written similar to Eq. (2) as 
Q = u + K,oi3 (32) 
with K, completely continuous almost everywhere. 
We now proceed to show that Eq. (31) holds. From Section II, one can 
choose w,, such that for some a > 0, 
Then 
//u1-UOII = II~0oE,/I <L<m. 
Let us assume the existence of m <m where 
m=Max 
I 
II h I/> II h, II, II h, II, i II hut, II, 
II hu, II, + II km II> M,L I (33) 
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From Eq. (30) 
du 
--L = ho + hZ(u, - uo) + hO,(w, - wo) 
dt 
Integrating the above equation, 
Hence 
u1 - c = 
s 
’ [ho + h:(u, - uo) + hO,(w, - o,)] dt. 
0 
or 
II u1 - c II I m - t + t[m(ll u1 - c II + a) + m2] 
/Iul-cI, I.(m+l+4mt <@+I +4m 
l-mt - l-m (34Y 
In Eq. (34), we assume further that constants m and a satisfy the relation 
(mfl+4m<u 
l-u * 
Then it is easily seen that 
II 42 - c II < a for all n = 0, 1, **a. (35) 
Namely the sequence {tin} is uniformly bounded. 
Since h(u, w) is assumed to be such that all kernels K,(t, s) are completely 
continuous, one can choose a subsequence (u,~} such that 
lim uni = u* ni4w u*(o) = c. 
Renaming them as u,‘s they satisfy 
dun+1 - = h(un, %) + ~u(u,, 4 (%+1 - un) + M4v %> (%+1 - %>. dt 
Integrating both sides, 
%+1 - c = I 1 Wn, wn) + %hz+l - u,) + fC(s+, - s)l dT 
1 This relation holds whether the space is such that L, norm, 1 < p < ~0, is used or 
is used. 
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Take the limit and interchanging the limit and integration operations by 
the Lebesque bounded convergence theorem, 
lip (zl,+i - c) = u* - c = 1’ h(u*, v*) dT 
0 
Therefore u* satisfies Eq. (29). 
IV. EXAMPLE 
Let us illustrate the procedure discussed in Section II by an example. In 
many control problems, it is desirable to have a criterion function which 
saturates for large deviations. For example, 
g(u, a) = 1 - e-(u*+=,2), cu.>0 (36) 
is one such function. 
Therefore, let us apply the successive approximation technique developed 
in the paper to the following problem: 
where 
/ = M,‘n /:g(u, v) dt 
du 
Tt=- 
au + ba, u(0) = 0 
(37) 
(38) 
a, b are positive constants and g(u, n) is given by Eq. (36). 
x = Y = C”[O, l] 
It is clear that if u(0) = 0, then, ZI = 0 is the minimizing v. This will serve 
in determining the speed of convergence of the procedure, numerically. 
The initial guess at the optimal control variable w(t) is denoted by v,(t) 
as before. Then, 
u,(t) = u(O) e-at + 1: e-~(t-s)bvo(s) ds 
z 
f 
t e-a(t--s)bvo(s) ds for uo(0) = 0. (39) 
0 
The kernel K(t, S) = e-a(t-s) is clearly completely continuous. The function 
g(u, 9) is approximated at (u,,, vo) by the quadratic function h(u, w) given by 
h(u, v) = C(u - uo)” + D(u - uo) (v - vo) + E(v - voy 
+ F(u - ~0) + G(v - 4 + H (40) 
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where the coefficients are given by the conditions that h(u, V) is the Taylor 
series expansion of g(u, V) at (~a, Us), i.e., 
C = *guu(uo, wo) = (1 - 24) exp [- (4 + ~$31 
D = guv(u,, vo) = - ~cYu,~~ exp [- (u”, + c&)] 
E = &,Ju,,, u,J = ~(1 - 2~~) exp [- (u”, + c&)] 
F = g,(u,, w,,) = 224, exp [ - (u”, + uvi)] 
G = gv(uo, w,,) = 201~~ exp [- (u: + c&)] 
H = g(u,, wo) = 1 - exp [- (2~: + &$] 
The requirement of Eq. (13’) will be verified next. 
One sufficient condition is given by 
for (u, v) in the radius of convergence of the procedure. 
By substituting Eq. (41) into Eq. (42), one obtains 
(41) 
(42) 
1 - 2ua - 4cWv 
= - - - 
- 4uv Ly(1 - 2cLV2) I 
cL[l 2C4va 2ua 12WW] 
= a[* - 12(u2 + $) (LXG + #] > 0 
or 
Since 
(24” + &) (cm” + 3) < Q, for all Ojtll. 
e-a(t-sWo(s) ds 
11 * 11 = o$!ty, I u(t) I I b II v II [,I e-a(c-s)ds]tsl = (z) (1 - e-0) \I w \I -- 
Therefore 
I($)” (1 - e-j2 II v II2 + +] [a II V II2 + *I < Q 
is sufficient for Eq. (42) to hold. 
(43) 
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Solving Eq. (43), it is seen that 
- Q [a + (b/a)2 (1 - e-a)a] 
+ d/(1/36) [a + (b/~)~ (1 - e--a)2]2 + (a/3) (b/~)~ (1 - e-a)2 
2o1(b/a)~ (1 - e-u)2 
For example, 01 = 1, b/a = 1, /I v Ij < 0.371. 
The equation (26) reduces to 
2b2K*o[CKo(v,+, - v,J] + ~E(v,+~ - v,) + bK*oF + G 
+ bK”0[D(v,+, - V@)] + bDKO(q&,l - q&u,) = 0 
where 
(44) 
Kof = 1’ e-a(t-s)f(s) ds, 
and 
0 
Since 
and 
K*of = 1: e-a(s-t)f(s) ds. 
- i-g - uj (K*of) =f 
and 
K*-10 = - (-$ - a) 
K-lo = (-$ + a) . 
Applying these inverse operators to Eq. (44), there results 
St1 - v,, + ; K-lo [ 
+ K*-loE(v,+, - wn) 
I 
+ & K-lo ($j + &K-lo & (K*-loG) 
+ $ K-lo [g (%+1 - VA] 
+ &K-lo [$ K*-loD(wn+, -v,) =o ] 
(45) 
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or, from Eq. (49, 
(%+1 - %)-;($+u) [+(&+(%+1--J] 
+&g+~)(~)-&(~+~)[~(++q 
In order to obtain necessary boundary and/or initial conditions, one notes 
that at t = 0 
Kof =0 (47) 
and at t = 1 
K*of = 0 (48) 
From Eq. (44) and Eq. (41), at t = 1 
[(-g + a) (g (%+1 - vn> + &)],=, + h,, - %L, = 0 (4% 
At t = 0, one obtains, making use of Eq. (47) 
2K*-loE(et,+, - vn) + bF + K*-loG + bD(v,+, - vn) = 0 
or 
(50) 
Since the differential equation (46) is linear, if V9(t) is a particular solution 
of Eq. (46) with V,(O) = 0, I’;(O) = 0, say, then a general solution Vg(t) 
of the homogeneous part of Eq. (46) can be expressed as 
with 
J,-gl,,(O) = 1, v;,(l) = 0 
I,, = 0, Vi,(l) = 1. 
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Then, the solution V(t) to Eq. (46) is given by 
where the equations (49) and (50) are used to solve for MI and M,. Thus 
the sequence of {vJt)> can be generated. 
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